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THE MYSTERY OF THE ANATOMIST
THE BOOK
A very young apprentice, coming from Tiziano’s workshop, arrives in Padua to meet
master Van Calcar. A task awaits him: finish the drawings made for Andrea Vesalio, a
scientist who is writing a great treatise of anatomy. The boy is superstitious and would
prefer to deal only with brushes and colors and not with corpses. But he cannot escape.
Time after time, Vesalio is even willing to explain his science to the boy. But the prejudice
remains, until a murder involves the family of a girl who cares about the young apprentice
and Vesalio will be the one who will have to solve the mystery.

With final fact sheets by the University of Padua.
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Ci sono uomini e donne che hanno saputo vedere oltre: oltre il giudizio degli
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